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Analysis of Implicitly Defined Systems 
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Abstract 
An alternative paradigm is considered for robustness anal

ysis, where systems are described in implicit form. The cen
tral role in this formulation is played by equations rather than 
input-output maps. The framework for robust stability anal
ysis is appropriately extended, and a necessary and sufficient 
condition is proved for the case of arbitrary structured norm 
bounded perturbations. Finally, the constant matrix version 
of this framework is considered, leading to an extension of the 
structured singular value µ.; the corresponding upper bound 
theory is developed fully. 

1 Introduction 
This paper is the natural continuation of previous work 

[13] in an extended framework for robustness analysis. This 
framework combines implicit characterizations of systems 
which appear originally in the "behavioral" approach [16] to 
system theory, with Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT) 
descriptions of uncertainty as in standard robust control. It 
was shown in [13] that this framework allows for the formula
tion of a richer class of robustness analysis problems, where an 
uncertain system and a finite number of Integral Quadratic 
Constraints (IQCs) [10] can be represented simultaneously. 
Tools developed in [13] for analysis of these representations 
have provided, in particular, for Robust 7-£2 performance anal
ysis. Further evidence of the potential impact of the implicit 
formulation is provided in [7], where a general model valida
tion/system identification (MV /ID) problem is formulated in 
this fashion. 

In this paper we develop this formulation more extensively 
from a theoretical point of view. In this respect, in Section 
2 we consider general implicit systems, not restricted to the 
"state-space" type considered in [13]. These systems are de
fined in terms of equations; it is shown how robust perfor
mance problems can be cast in terms of "finding solutions to 
equations". 

In Section 3 we review the issue of stability in this formula
tion; in this paper only an 12-based theory is developed, where 
signals are considered a priori over 12, but a more complete 
theory of stability follows similar lines [12]. 

Section 4 contains the main result, which is a necessary 
and sufficient condition for robust stability of these implicit 
descriptions, when the uncertainty is allowed to vary in the 
class of arbitrary norm bounded operators. This condition is 
a convex feasibility test on a constant scaling, which extends 
the scaled small-gain conditions for robust stability, and re
cent results [14, 10] on the necessityof these conditions for the 
standard input-output setting. The extension also includes Ii! 
operator blocks in the uncertainty description. 

In Section 5 we address the constant matrix version of the 
implicit framework. As is well known, a number of stan
dard robust performance problems can be expressed in con
stant matrix form in terms of the Structured Singular Value 
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µ. [6, 11]. For the implicit extension (which is essential, for 
example, to capture the MV /ID problem [7]) we introduce 
the natural generalization of µ., and analyze how some of the 
standard theory extends, with special attention to the rela
tionship of µ. and its upper bound. 

2 The Implicit Framework for Analysis 
2.1 Implicitly Defined Systems 

This paper deals with implicit characterizations of systems. 
Loosely speaking, this means that the laws governing the sys
tem and the constraints imposed on a problem under consid
eration are all expressed as equations imposed on a specified 
set of variables. A formal definition follows. 

Definition 1 An implicit system is defined by two vector 
spaces, the variable space W, and the equation space E, 
and an equation operator G : W-E. The behavior of the 
implicit system is the set 8 == K er(G) = {w E W : Cw= O}. 
The system is called linear if G is a linear map. 

The definition above is closely related to the so-called behav
ioral approach to system theory, introduced by Willems [16]. 
In this type of formulation, all variables in a system are a 
priori in an equal footing, without a distinction between in
puts and outputs. These descriptions arise naturally when 
modeling physical systems from first principles, where physi
cal laws such as mass and energy balances are more naturally 
thought of as implicit equations between variables than as 
"signal-flow" maps. Interconnections of subsystems are re
duced to superimposing equations. For a discussion of the 
features of this modeling paradigm, see [16, 3]. 

In our case the equations defined by G play a central role, 
not captured entirely by the behavior, since as we shall see 
equation error will be added for the analysis. For the rest of 
this paper, all systems will be linear. 

An important special case is the class of dynamical implicit 
systems, where the sets W and E are signal spaces. For 
concreteness we will consider discrete-time signals (indexed 
in Z or z+) and vector valued in IR q or Cl. (i.e. W c (IFq)2l, 
where IF is IR or C). Similarly EC (IFP):ll. 

The choice of the signal spaces W,E has strong influence 
in the conclusions resulting from the analysis. For instance, 
in most of this paper we will assume a priori that the signal 
spaces are 12-spaces (square summable vector sequences, W = 
l2(C'l), E = l2(C1')), and the conclusions are restricted to this 
class. In some cases in standard stability theory it must be 
specifically ensured that no signals outside 12 can occur; in 
this case the chosen sets W, E must contain a priori arbitrary 
sequences indexed in z+ (sometimes termed li); for the map 
G to be well defined in such a class it is usually assumed to 
be causal, i.e. PtGPt = P,G Vt, where Pt is the truncation 
operator (see [14]). We will remark briefly on this issue in 
Section 3. 
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2.2 Uncertainty and LFTs 
We now incorporate into the implicit paradigm determin

istic descriptions of uncertainty in the style of robust control. 
The map G is replaced by a parameterized map G(A), where 
A is an uncertainty operator; in this paper, we will consider 
uncertainty which has "spatial" structure of the form 

A= diag [61Ir1 , ••• , 6drL, AL+1, ... , AL+F] (1) 
The blocks in A can be used to describe real para.meters, 
or dynamic (linear time invariant (LTI), linear time varying 
(LTV) or nonlinear) perturbations. In each case, there is a 
restricted class .6. of allowed perturbations. 

In this paper we restrict ourselves to linear uncertainty 
blocks in discrete time. We will denote by .C(l2) the set of 
linear, bounded and possibly non-causal operators in l2 (C"'). 
The most general class of perturbations considered here is 
6; E .C(l~),AL+J E .C(l;';),1 :5 i :5 L,1 :5 j :5 F. All 
the results in this paper extend with minor changes to the 
continuous time case. 

In the sequel, the parameterization G(A) for our implicit 
uncertain systems will be a. linear fractional transformation 
(LFT) on the uncertainty A, as depicted in Figure 1. For 
introductory material on these representations, see [4]. 

z 

0 w 

Figure 1: Implicit LFT system 

In Figure 1, A has the structure (1), and we will assume 

M = [ ~ Z) is a linear, bounded operator in 12; an impor

tant special case is when M is time-invariant. 
From an implicit point of view the system in Figure 1 is 

characterized by the equations 

cp(A, M) [ ~] = o, cp(A, M) ~ [I -lA -iB] (2) 

A standard input-output LFT uncertain system can be 
easily converted to this implicit form. 

2.3 Integral Quadratic Constraints 
As was noted in [13], the implicit formulation over '2 per

mits the representation of Integral Quadratic Constraints 
(IQCs (10]) on signals; these are time-invariant quadratic 
forms in signal space, of the form 

l:z(ej"')*IT(e'"')z(ej"') dw ~ 0 (3) 

where z(e'"') is the Fourier transform of an '2 signal, IT= IT* 
is a matrix function, assumed bounded on the unit circle. 
This implies that P can be chosen (e.g. P = kl) such that 
p• P- IT( el"') > 0 Vw E (0, 211']. A spectral factorization gives 
p• P- IT(ej"') = Q*Q, (if desired, Q can be chosen in Hoo ). 
So IT = p• P - Q*Q, which reduces (3) to llPzll; :5 11Qzll2

. 

We now introduce the following lemmas (see the Appendix): 

Lemma 1 Let z, v E If The following are equivalent: 

(i) JlvJI; - JlzJI; ~ 0 (4) 

(ii) 3A E C(lt), llAJI :5 1,Av = z (5) 

Lemma 2 Let z, v E zt. The following are equivalent: 

(i) l: v(ej"')v(eJ"')* - z(ej"')z(ej"')* dw ?: 0 (6) 

(ii) Vri E Cd, llri*vi1 2 ~ llri* zll 2 (7) 
(iii) 36E.C('2),11611:51, 8IdV = z (8) 

From the above discussion and Lemma 1, for each z sat
isfying (3) there exists an operator Ac, llAcll :5 1 such that 
Pz = AcQz. So the set of z E '2 satisfying (3) can be de-
scribed as LJ Ker(P-AcQ) 

Remarks: 
• Although for each Ac the set K er(P - AcQ) is a lin

ear subspace, the union of the parameterized behaviors 
describes a more complicated set given by (3). 

• The set llAcJI :5 1 includes arbitrary time-varying non
causal operators. In this respect, implicit systems ob
tained from this procedure are only defined in W = 12. 

• Analogously, the set LJllAcll:51 Ker(P - 6cl Q) for 
scalar 6c can be shown by means of Lemma 2 to corre
spond to the matrix-valued constraint l: Pzz* p• - Qzz*Q* dw ::;; 0 (9) 

These constraints can be used to obtain tighter descrip
tions of disturbances and therefore reduce conservatism in 
robust performance analysis. In (13], "whiteness" constraints 
are imposed to analyze Robust H2 performance, which have 
the form (9): this introduces in a natural way "operator
valued" 8I blocks in implicit uncertain systems. 

To illustrate how implicit descriptions might be used for 
robust performance analysis, consider the uncertain input
output system of Figure 2, in which it is known that the 
input u satisfies some restrictions in terms of IQCs as in (3). 
We want to determine whether there exist signals u in the 
allowed class, and perturbations A such that the system gain 
is 1 or larger. This last requirement is captured by the extra 
"performance IQC" llull 2 

- llYll2 :5 0. 

z 

y --i..:..:.;:_.:.:.::.,r-- 'U 

Figure 2: Input/Output LFT system 

The implicit equations for the system, the IQCs on u and 
the performance IQC are captured respectively by (10),(ll) 
and (12), with Ac, Ap arbitrary norm bounded operators. 

[I -T~T11 .!:I -~2:12) [ ! l = 0 (lO) 

(P - AcQ)u = 0 (11) 

( Ap I] [ ~] = 0 (12) 

The superposition of (10), (11) and (12) gives an im
plicit description for the robust performance analysis prob
lem, which essentially reduces to the question: "Does there 
exist a perturbation (A, Ac, Ap) with non-trivial 12 kernel?". 
This type of questions are addressed in the rest of this paper. 
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3 Stability in Implicit Systems 
The concept of stability in standard system theory has 

been given two interpretations. 
In the fi.rst place, from the point of view of dynamical sys

tems, stability ensures that solutions do not exist where the 
signals are unbounded (e.g. escape 12). This notion is directly 
tied to causal systems (where the operations on unbounded 
signals are well defined). 

Secondly, from an operator theoretic point of view, stabil
ity is associated with the fact that small errors or disturbances 
do not get arbitrarily amplified by a. system interconnection. 
This notion can be stated for non-causal systems, but it must 
be assumed a priori that the signals are in a space (e.g. 12) 
where the operators are well defined. 

Although these two versions can be proved equivalent in 
many special cases of causal systems, we will find it useful to 
distinguish the two for the extension to the implicit frame
work, since we are led naturally to include non-causal per
turbations as explained in Section 2.3. We will term the first 
notion "stability" and the second "'2-stability" (the notion 
could also be defined in other signal spaces). This paper 
deals with 12-stability, the stability case is referred to [12]. 

3.1 /2 Stability and Robust Stability 
Definition 2 Let Gw = 0 denote an implicit linear system 
over 12 (i.e., w Elg, G: li--+ln. The system is '2-stable if 
inf{llGwll: llwll = 1} > 0. 

According to this definition, 12-sta.bility implies that the 12 
behavior B of the system is the trivial space, and that this 
property is not "sensitive" to equation error. More precisely, 
if Gw = e, with llwll = 1, then the equation error e is bounded 
below in norm by a. positive number. Equivalently, by the 
Open Mapping Theorem, 12-stability states that G has a left 
inverse L : l~-+lg, LG = I, and L is a bounded operator. 
We will now compare this definition with the standard one, 
by considering the feedback interconnection of Figure 3. The 
maps M, N are (not necessarily causal) opera.tors on 12. 

Figure 3: Standard feedback interconnection 

This interconnection can be represented by the following 
equations in the variables w, z: 

[-IN-.r][~]=o (13) 
Definition 2 implies that arbitrarily small equation errors 

in (13) (which correspond to interconnection errors in Figure 
3) do not allow [w', z']' of norm 1, which corresponds to the 
standard notion of stability in the operator theoretic sense. 
The only difference is that we are not requiring the opera-

tor G = [ -~ -.r] to be invertible, only left invertible. In 

other words, G need not be onto l~ in our definition: the 
equation errors need not be free to vary over l~. The reason 
for this weakened definition in the case of implicit systems 
is that we want to extend the notion to systems which are 
over-constrained(more equations than variables), such as the 
example considered in (10-12). In these cases, the operator 
will not be onto in general, and this should not be required: 
the equation errors need not be "free" since they are not phys
ical noises (which should be included in any model); they just 
provide a means of testing sensitivity of implicit equations. 

For the case of uncertain systems, robust stability means 
as usual stability for each element in the class. We give the 
following definition for LFT systems: 

Definition 3 The implicit system (2) has robust 12-stability 
if it is '2 stable VA E BA. Robust l2 -stability is uniform if 

inr{ll<;?(A,M)[~]ll=AEBA,ll~ll=l}>o (14) 

Robust 12 stability implies that for each A E BA, <;?(A, M) 
has a bounded left inverse; uniform robust 12 stability means 
that there is a uniform bound on the norms of these left 
inverses across BA; this extends standard definitions [14]. 
The notion of stability is "internal" in the sense that the 
variable z is included in the variable space W. 

The input-output robust performance problem posed in 
Section 2.3 converts exactly to robust 12-stability of the cor
responding implicit system. This motivates the main result 
of this paper, given in section 4, which provides necessary 
and sufficient conditions for robust '2-stability in the implicit 
case. We first state the following proposition which simplifies 
the representation: 

Proposition 1 The implicit system (2) has (uniform) robust 
'2-stability if and only if 

(i) D is 12-stable, with bounded left inverse L. 

(ii) The implicit system [I -CAA] z = 0 has (uniform) 

robust '2-stability, where A= A - BLC, C = C - DLC 

Proof: (Necessity) If the system (2) is robust 12-stable, 

setting A = 0, <;?(0, M) = [ b i] has bounded left inverse, 

therefore (i) holds. Fix A E BA; since 

[I ABL] (AM) [ I o] = [I-_AA OJ 
0 I '?' ' -LC I C D (15) 

and <;?(A, M) is left invertible, so is [I -CAA]. 

(Sufficiency) If [Lu L12] is a bounded left inverse for 

[
I - AA] - -C , then (note that by definition of C, LC= 0), 

[ L01 Lp] [ I-lA ~] = [& Li}D] (l6) 

· 'bl h £ [I - AA o ] l f . 'bl d . mvert1 e, t ere ore C D e t mvert1 e an so is 

<;?(A, M) using (15). D 

Condition ( i) is a nominal stability condition, which must be 
satisfied for the problem to be nontrivial. We consider from 
now on the simplified setup of (ii) (renaming A, C as A, C): 

[I-lA]z=O (17) 

4 A Necessary and Sufficient Condition 
In this section we treat a special case of the robustness 

analysis problem (17): assume that A, C, are LTI bounded 
(stable) operators on '2 (possibly non-causal), and that the 
uncertainty set A is the class of all structured linear operators 
on 12. 

The main result in this paper is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for robust '2-stability under these conditions. This 
result is an extension of recent results of Shamma [14] and 
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Megretski [10] (and previously in the loo setting by Kham
mash [8]), regarding the necessity of a "scaled small gain" 
condition for robust stability in the standard input output 
setting, where [8, 14] use the LFT formulation, and [10] con
siders the IQC version. All these results have considered only 
full block perturbations. 

In what follows we will provide an extension to the im
plicit framework of these results. In view of the duality be
tween IQCs and implicit LFT descriptions that was shown in 
Section 2.3, the theorem given below strongly parallels the 
S-procedure losslessness results of Megretski and Treil [10]. 
The main extension that needed is to capture the 61 blocks, 
which are not described by scalar valued IQCs; this is done 
by extending the "V set" method in standard µ-analysis [11]. 

We begin with some notation. For a general delta structure 
.A of the form (1), let Y be the set of constant, hermitian 
scaling matrices Y that commute with the elements in .A, 

Y ~ { Y = diag [Y1, ... , YL, YL+1lm 11 • • ·, YL+FlmF] 
Y; = Y;", i = 1 ... L, YL+i E R, j = 1 ... F} (18) 

Y is a real vector space, and we can define an inner product: 
L F 

(Y, Y) = L tr(Y;Y;) + LYL+1YL+1 (19) 
i:l j:l 

Two important subsets of Y are X = {YE Y, Y > O}, and 
X = {YE Y, Y;::: O}, the set of positive and nonnegative 
sea.lings, respectively. They are both convex cones in Y. 

Given a vector z(t) El;, the block structure introduces a 
natural partition z = [z~ ... z[. zl.+i ... zl.+F ]'. 

Given an LTI stable system A(A), an analogous notation 
is used for the partition of Az E 1;. Consider the following 
quadratic functions of z EI;: 

00 

~;(z) = L (Az);(t)(Az);(t)* - z;(t)z;(W i = 1 ... L 
t=-00 

A(z) = diag [~1 (z), ... , ~ L(z ), 0'1 (z )lm11 .•. , O'F(Z )ImF] 

Now let C be LTI, stable, f > 0. Define a subset of Y, 

V' = {A(z): !lzii = 1, llCzll < f} (20) 

Lemma 3 v• (closure of V') is convex and compact in Y. 

Theorem 1 Let A, C be LTI stable systems, v• as in (20). 
Assume .A is the set of structured, otherwise arbitrary linear 
operators in VJ. The following are equivalent: 

( i) (17) has uniform 12 robust stability. 

(ii) 3 ( > 0 such that v· n x = 0 
(iii) 3 constant XE X: A* XA- X - c•c < 0 (21) 

In (iii) above, the constraint (21) is of the form 111 < 0 
where W is a self-adjoint operator on '2; this must be inter
preted as a strong version of negative definiteness, {Wu, u) :$ 
-p llull2 for some p > 0. 

Proof: Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 are proved in the Ap
pendix. 

5 The Constant Matrix Case 
In many important cases, robustness analysis can be con

ducted in a constant matrix representation, which is essential 
if computational tests are to be derived. These have the form 

[I -C!::.A] z = 0, A E C"xn CE IC1'xn !::.. E .A C 'C"xn 

(22) 

The structure .A is still of the form (1), and it could also 
have blocks restricted to be real as in [17]. By analogy with 
Definition 2, we say that the implicit system (22) is stable if 

[I - !::.A] Ker C =OV!::..EB4. (23) 

5.1 Motivation for Constant Matrix Problems 
One case which reduces to a problem like (23) is for state 

space implicit descriptions in discrete time, as considered in 
(13]. Assume that M in Figure 1 is a finite dimensional LTI 
system. By writing a state space realization of this system we 
obtain a new implicit description, where M is replaced by a 
constant matrix, and the delta structure !::.. by an augmented 
structure !::.s = diag[M, !::..] where A is the delay operator; 
under some conditions [13] a constant matrix test results. 

Another case is for time-invariant systems, which can be 
reduced to constant matrix analysis plus a frequency sweep: 

Proposition 2 Consider the implicit system (23), where A, 
Care finite dimensional LTI systems and!::.. is LT!. Then the 
system has (uniform) robust 12 stability if and only if 

[
I-!::.0 A(ei"')] [ ) ( ) Ker C(eJ"') =OV!::..o EB.o. 0 , V"'E -ir,ir, 24 

where A(e'"'), C(ejw) are the frequency responses of A,C, 
and !::.0 is a constant complex perturbation with the same 
structure as the original !::.. . 

Proof: Assume (24) holds. Then for any LTI !::.. E 
!::.(ei"') E B4.o holds almost everywhere and therefore 

[
I - !::.(ei"')A(eJw)] 

!!. C(ei"') ;:::f>O (25) 

holds a.e. where q__ denotes minimum singular value. 
From here it is easy to obtain a left inverse L( e1w) of 

[
J-!::.(eiw)A(ejw)] . II JW II C(eiw) , with L(e ) 

00 
< oo, therefore a 

bounded operator in 12. Conversely, if (24) fails for wo, !::.o, 
with kernel given by zo, it is easy to construct !::.. E B.o., fi
nite dimensional such that !::..( eJwo) = !::.o. Consider now a 
sequence of signals zC k) with norm 1, in the direction z0 , and 
spectrum supported in ["'o - t. wo - tJ. It easy to show that 

[I - 0!::.A] z(k) k~ O, violating robust stability. 
0 

Finally, another situation which yields a constant matrix 
representation arises from finite horizon analysis problems in 
the time domain [15]. An important example of this is a 
class of model validation/ system identification problems (7), 
for which the implicit extension is required. 

5.2 An Extended Structured Singular Value µ 

The definition of stability (23) is a natural extension of the 
structured singular value µ [6, 11] which corresponds to the 
case where the C equations are not present. Inspired by this, 
we can give the following definition: 

Definition 4 The structured singular value of the implicit 
system (22) is defined as 

::.. ( . { • [I - !::.A) })-
1 

µ 4 ,c(A)= mm u(!::..):!::..e.A,Rer C ,eo 
(26) 

If Ker [ 1 -C!::.A] = O Vt::. E .A, define µ4.,c(A) ~ 0. 
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A restatement of this definition is to say that (22) is stable 
if and only if µ.o,.,c(A) < 1. This raises the question of com
puting the function µ.o,.,c (A); as in the standard case, exact 
computation is not easy and we must rely in upper and lower 
bounds. 

For the lower bound side, note that the kernel condition 
in (26) is equivalent to Ker(B - AF)# 0, where B = C.l., 
F = AC.!., and C.!. is a matrix whose columns form a basis 
of Ker( C). This resembles a generalized eigenvalue problem, 
whereas the condition Ker(! - AA) ::/; 0 of the unconstrained 
case parallels the regular eigenvalue problem. Algorithms 
which rely on this observation have been developed [11, 17] 
for the standard case, and presumably can be extended to 
the implicit case. Some initial work is documented in [7]. 

For the discussion of the upper bounds, it is convenient to 
introduce a "static" version of the v• set defined above. For 
( EC", let 

<I>~(()= (A();(A()i - (;(;° i = 1 ... L 

uJ(() = (A()i.+1(A()L+j - '1+1(i+ 3 j = 1 ... F 

A0(() = diag [<I>~((), ... , <I>1((), u~(()Im,, · · ·, u}(()ImF] 

Define \7° = { A0
((): C( = 0, ICI = 1} C Y. Constant 

matrix versions of Lemmas 1 and 2 show that µA,c(A) < 1 
if and only if v0 n X = ¢i. 

Now consider the following Linear Matrix Inequalities 
(LMls), which can be easily shown to be equivalent: 

3XEX:A0 XA-,82 X-C*C < 0 (27) 

3XEX:C.!.(A0 XA-,82X)CI < 0 (28) 

Testing whether an LMI is satisfied is a convex feasibility 
problem, for which interior point methods are available (see 
[2]). Define 

{t.o,.,c(A) = inf{,8 > 0 : (27) is satisfied} (29) 

By the same methods as in Theorem 1 we can show that 
ft.o,.,c(A) < 1 if and only if co(Vo) nX = ¢i, where co(Vo) is 
the convex hull of Vo. A consequence of this is µ.o,.,c(A) $ 
ft.o,.,c(A), (ft is an upper bound forµ). 

In this static case, the upper bound will be strict in general; 
equivalently, LMI (27) with ,8 = 1 is not a necessary test for 
stability; the step that fails in extending Theorem 1 is that the 
convexity of V 0 can no longer be guaranteed (so \7° n X = ¢i 
does not imply co(\7°) n X = efi). 

In special cases, the equality of µ, ft holds; we will call 
a structure A µ-simple in the implicit case if µ.o,.,c (A) 
{t.o,.,c(A) for any matrices A, C. We have the following 

Proposition 3 The following structures are µ-simple in the 
implicit case: 

{i} A= {81: 6 EC} C C"xn; 
{ii} A = cnxn; 
{iii} A = { diag[A1, A2] : A; E C"• xm,} C C"xn. 
(iv} A= {diag[A1,A2): A; E lRm,xm;} C lRnxn, where 

A, C are real. 

Remarks on the Proof: 
For case (i), the definition of stability (23) is equivalent by 

the PBH test, to the condition ( C, A) detectable in the usual 
sense. It is well known that in this case the condition can be 
captured by an LMI such as (27). In fact, extension of these 
PBH-type tests to structured uncertainty for input-output 
systems are further exploited in [9]. 

For cases (ii), (iii), it can be shown that the set \7° is in 
fact convex. This follows from [6], where the range space of 
two complex hermitian forms is considered. Case (iv) requires 
a refinement of the methods in [6], and is deferred to [12]. 

In standard µ [11], two additional complex structures 
are µ-simple (diag[61I, A2] and diag[A1, A2, A3]) This is no 
longer true in the implicit formulation. We now show a coun
terexample for the first case. 

Example 
Let A= diag [6h, Ao], Ao E l(?x 2 

B ~ C~ ~ [ rn ; F ~ AC~ ~ [ i ! l 
The top half of B - AF is [ 1 0 

26 
1 _!! 36 ] , so the kernel 

is nontrivial only for 6 = 1/2, 6 = 1/3. In the first case, the 

kernel must be the span of (1, OJ' therefore [ ~] = Ao [ ~]. 
This implies iT (Ao) 2:: 4/ v'f3. A similar argument with 6 = 
1/3, shows that for a nontrivial kernel, iT (Ao) 2:: -./2. The first 
perturbation is smaller and therefore µ.o,.,c(A) = v'f3/4 < 1. 

For µ, consider LMI (28), ,8 = 1, and write X = 

diag [Xo, h], with Xo = [ ;. ~). Some algebra gives 

c (A*XA-X)C 0 
-[

3(x-l) 5(y+ 2)] 
.l. .l.- 5(y*+2)8(z-1) (30) 

For (30) to be negative definite, and X > 0, we must have 

2 I 2 24 O<x<l; O<z<l; IYI <xz; y+21 <
25

(1-x)(l-z) 
(31) 

This implies lvl < 1, Jy + 21 < 1 which is impossible, so there 
is no solution to the LMI (28). Therefore ftA,c(A) 2:: 1. 

Remark: 
If we consider A,C constant matrices but A is allowed to 

vary in the class of arbitrary '2 operators, Theorem 1 implies 
that ftA,c(A) < 1 is the exact '2-stability test. This amounts 
to an infinite augmentation of the implicit µ problem. In fact, 
since the V-sets are in a finite dimensional space Y, it can be 
shown that a finite augmentation of the implicit µ-problem 
will have an exact upper bound. An augmentation of size 
d + 1 suffices, where d is the dimension of Y, which can be 
shown (see [12]) by using the fact that the convex hull in Y is 
generated by convex combinations of at most d + 1 elements 
in the set. A similar result (for standard µ-analysis) has been 
obtained using very different methods in [1]. 

In comparison, if A,C have unbounded memory, an infinite 
horizon augmentation (as in Section 4) is required. 

6 Conclusions 
The work reported in this paper, together with [13], pro

vides the foundation for a more general robustness analysis 
theory, which extends the standard theory based on the small 
gain theorem. In this approach, we abandon the concepts of 
"input-output maps" and "gains" in favor of equations and 
signal constraints, and the central analysis question is to test 
whether there exist solutions to these equations. 

It is clear by the results of this paper that nothing is lost, 
from a mathematical point of view, by adopting this approach 
for analysis instead of the standard input-output formulation; 
on the contrary, [13, 7) show evidence of substantial advan
tages. Moreover, there is evidence [5] of further advantages 
for design. 

There are still reasons to preserve the standard "signal
flow" approach, which has led to a large body of knowledge, 
since some of its intuitive value might be lost in the "equa
tions" approach. 

The conclusion is, however, that if research is not confined 
to the traditional paradigm the potential of the resulting the
ory will be greatly enhanced. 
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Appendix 
Proof of Lemmas 1 and 2 
The only non-trivial implication is (ii) ~(iii) in Lemma 2. 

If tii, ... tir, is an orthonormal basis of the subspace of 12 
spanned by the coordinates v1, ... Vd of v, we write v = Pv, 
where Pis an invertible matrix, v = [ti1, ... vr, 0, ... OJ' . Let 
z = Pz, then (ii) implies z = [z1, ... Zr, 0, ... OJ', and 

11111 ti1 + ... + 71rVrll 2 i1111z1 + .. · + 71rZrll V711,. .. 71r E IC 
(32) 

Now define h: e ...... L~=l ({, v;)z;; then h: ii; ...... z;, i = 1 ... r, 
so hlv = z which implies hlv = z. Also, by (32) and the 

Bessel inequality, llhell $ 112::~= 1 (e, v;}v; II $ 11e11. So llhll $ 1. 

Proof of Lemma 3 
D 

The stability of A implies that V' is bounded, therefore '\!'' 
is compact. For the convexity proof, it suffices to show that 
co(V') C '\!'', where co(V') is the convex hull of V'. Consider 
the convex combination aA(z) + (1 - a)A( v) of two elements 
of V'. (llzll = llvll = 1, llCzll < f, llCvll < f, 0 < a < 1). 
Define v(k) = (a)t z + (1 - a)t Akv. Then 

llv(k)W~ =a llzll2 + (1-a) llvll2 + 2(a - a2 )t{z,A1cv} (33) 

II Cv(k) 11 2 
=a llCzll2 + (1 - a) 11Cvll2 + 2(a - a 2

) ! (Cz, >.kCv) 
(34) 

where (34} uses the time invariance of C. The last terms 

in (33), (34} have limit 0 as k-+oo. Therefore jjv(k) jj 2 ".::::.'.:' 
a \lzll2 + (1 - a) llvll2 = 1, and lie 11 :~:~ 11 11 < f fork 2 ko. A 

similar argument using the time invariance of A, shows that 

~;(v<"l) ".::::.'.:' a~;(z) + (1 - a)~;(v) i = 1 ... L (35} 

u1 (v(")) k.::::.'.:' au;(z) + (1 - a)u;(v) j = 1 ... F (36) 

This gives A(ll:~:~ll) k.::::.'.:' aA(z) + (1 - a}A(v}, therefore 

aA(z) + (1 - a)A(v) E '\''. A convex combination of any 
number of terms can be handled in a similar way. 

0 

Proof of Theorem 1 
(i) ~ (ii) By contradiction, assume that V' n X #- 0 Vt:> 0. 
For a fixed f > 0, we can therefore find z E 12 such that 
llzll = 1, llCzll < f, and A(z} + f 2 I 2 0. Let e == Az, we have 

11eL+1ll2 
- llzL+1ll 2 + f 2 2 o ; == 1 ... F (37) 

L e;(t)e;(t)" - z;(t)z;(t)" + f 2 I 2 0 i == 1 ... L (38) 
t=-oo 

Focusing on (37), a slight extension of Lemma 1 shows that 
there exists an operator t.L+j, llt.L+111 :5 1 and an error 
signal CL+j, i1eL+1ll == O(f), t.L+jeL+1 + CL+j == ZL+i· 

A similar argument (extending Lemma 2) is used for (38). 
The result is a structured LTV operator t., 11~11 $ 1 and an 
error signal e, l\ell = O(f) such that (1-~A)z = e. Therefore 

II[ I -lA] zll = O(f). (39} 

Since f is arbitrary, uniform robust 12-stability is violated. 
(ii) ~ (iii) 

v· and x are disjoint convex sets in the inner product 
space Y, V' is compact and X is closed. By a hyperplane 
separation argument we find XE Y, 71 > 0 such that 

{X, A) :5 a -71 <a :5 {X, Y) VA EV', YE X (40) 
Since Xis a cone, a can be chosen to be 0. Now 

(X,Y)20 VYeY, Y20 ~X2'.0 (41) 
A small perturbation of X ensures X > 0 (X EX), and by 
continuity and compactness of v· we can modify 71 to achieve 

(X,A) :5 -11 < O VA EV' (42) 

for the new X. Furthermore, by scaling down X (and 71) we 
can ensure ( 42) holds with llA • X A - XII = "'(2 < f

2
• Now for 

any z = 12, llzll = 1, the definition of A gives 
(X, A(z)} =((A• XA- X)z,z) 

Let w =A· XA- x - c•c. 
{43) 

If llCzll < f, then A(z) E V' so {wz, z) $ {(A• X A -
X)z,z) = (X,A(z)) :5 -71 < 0 by (42). 

If llCzll 2 f, then (wz, z) $((A" XA - X)z, z) -11Czll2 $ 
'Y2 - (2 < 0. 

So (wz, z} $ max(-71, 'Y2 
- f

2
) for llzll = 1, ~w < 0. 

(iii)~ (i) 
Fix X > 0 which solves (21). The notion of negative 

definiteness allows by continuity to find a < 1 such that 
A• XA - aX - c•c < o. Let~. lit.II$ 1, e, z satisfy 

[ I -lA ] z = e = [ :~ ] (44) 
Then 

ll~X! Azll2
::; llX!Azll2 =(A• XAz, z) $a llx! zlr + lle2112 

(45) 

Therefore llx!z- ~xtAzll?: (1- fo) 11xtzil- lle2ll 

~ u(Xt)lle1ll 2 jixte1jj 2 (1-fo)!!(Xt)llzll-lle2i1 (46) 

This shows that kl lle1 II + lle2 II ?: k2 llzll, where kl, k2 are 
positive constants which do not depend on ~- This implies 
uniform robust stability. D 
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